European spectrum management: auctions, beauty contests and trading

" The failure to deliver the single
European wireless information space
is very disappointing"
By Ewan Sutherland
This is part of a background paper prepared for the recent ITU Workshop on Market
Mechanisms for Spectrum Management. Ewan Sutherland was executive director of
INTUG until 2005
n 1997, the EC adopted a communication
on the wireless information society. This
raised the question of whether it was the "right
moment" to develop a strategy for the introduction of Universal Mobile Telecommunications Service (UMTS). The answer was in the
affirmative, with the EC setting out policies for
its adoption in order that Europe and the operators might remain at the "forefront of mobile
technology".

I

The EC adopted a communication in preparation for ITU WRC 1997, to support the allocation of spectrum for UMTS. The first decision
by CEPT on UMTS was also taken in 1997.
Then in 1999 it was agreed to assign part of
the 1900 MHz band for UMTS. This was subsequently extended in 2000 so that the bands
1900,2010 and 2110 MHz bands could be used
for UMTS. In 2005 the CEPT designated 25002690 MHz for use for UMTS.
In order to coordinate the introduction of
UMTS, the EC proposed a decision in 1998.
This was subject to consultation with manufacturers and operators, then a common position was adopted by the Council. Finally, the
European Parliament, the Council of Ministers
and the European Commission agreed, at the
end of 1998, on the Decision. The aim was to
facilitate:
the rapid introduction of compatible
UMTS networks and services in
the Community on the basis of
internal market principles
and
in accordance with commercial
demand by means of co-ordination
of national licensing regimes.
Member states bound themselves to take the
measures necessary to allow the harmonised
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provision of the UMTS services on their territories no later than 1 January 2002 and to have
a licensing system in place by 1 January 2000.
This meant they had to accelerate licensing
and to provide for UMTS, but not necessarily
to ensure that it was provided. In doing so they
had to conform to the CEPT frequency bands
and to the ETSI technical standards.
There was a bare minimal ism in recognition
of trans-national markets. The member states
were to support roaming between licensed
operators, in effect keeping it as a special right,
but doing nothing to resolve the problems identified by DG Competition. There was no serious consideration of licences fOi multi-country
spectrum.
The only technology to be used was to be
UMTS, though sometimes this was conjoined
with IMT2000, allowing the possibility that
cdma2000 or TO-SCOMA might be used. This
was despite the absence of an upgrade path
from GSM. It was to be "slash and burn" for
the digital age, with very little being carried forward. In particular, it required many new base
stations and also new handsets, which have
invariably been delivered late by the manufacturers. The implication was that money was not
a problem.
There was a presumption of demand for 3G
services, with a stress on Location-Based
Services (LBS), though this was to be overtaken by the image of Games Gambling and
Girls. There was very little concern about the
upstream markets that were need to develop
services.
Beyond some references to the principles of
competition law and to Directive 96f2fEC, there
was little consideration of the established probwww.iicom.org
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lems. No efforts were made to ensure that 3G
avoided the failings of 2G. While there was an
urgency to deploy, it was to keep up with other
parts of the world, rather than from a fear of 4G
or alternative technologies.
The horrors

of auctions

The idea of auctioning public goods is not new,
the United Kingdom auctioned positions in the
army until the middle of the nineteenth century.
The mismanagement of the Crimean War saw
this abandoned in favour of a more meritocratic
approach, if not a beauty contest. In the USA,
the application of auctions to radio spectrum
was authorised by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. Experience of this
approach quickly showed some problems in
their design, including signalling and collusion
amongst bidders.
However, it was in Europe and in particular in
Germany and the United Kingdom that the full
horrors of auctions were discovered. Linking
the sale of spectrum to volatile and irrational
financial markets caused a positive feedback
loop driving up prices. Some operators subsequently tried to argue that there was "implicit"
Value Added Tax (VAT) in the fees paid and
that this could be reclaimed. The EU courts
have rejected this argument.
At the time of UMTS licensing, the member
states retained full authority over the assignment of spectrum and took quite divergent
paths, in which some conducted auctions
and others beauty contests. A post-mortem
was conducted by McKinsey & Company on
behalf of the European Commission. However,
it was limited to the views of manufacturers,
operators and regulators, excluding users and
independent content or service providers. The
focus was on what had gone wrong for the
operators rather than for the Lisbon agenda
and the wireless information society. There
was a one-day public hearing and a series of
comments by operators, manufacturers and
industry associations, with considerable interest in reduction of the commitments into which
the operators had entered.
It was not only auctions that could be botched.
The third licence for GSM in the Republic
of Ireland was issued by a beauty contest
to Meteor. Orange, a loser in the contest,
appealed in the High Court, delaying the
www.iicom.org

introduction of service by Meteor by eighteen
months.
The European Commission had a study undertaken by consultants on secondary trading
of spectrum. This recommended that the EC
should move ahead on spectrum trading and
liberalisation, in the narrow sense of being
allowed to change the use of spectrum through
binding EU measures. It suggested that many
details could be devolved to member states.
Competition law, including the Merger Regulation, were considered sufficient to ensure
trading did not adversely affect the level of
competition.
The report was the subject of a "public" consultation which generated a wide range of
responses from the industry and member
states. Even the EC conceded that there was
no consensus on this, with stiff resistance from
several member states. The EC proposed
a framework to facilitate trading in the 2006
Review.
There appear to be two views in the EC positions on spectrum. That it should be made
technology neutral or liberalised from specific
applications and that new spectrum should be
obtained from the ITU for specific applications.
This apparent confusion may lead to a preemption of new spectrum by existing spectrum
users and the exclusion of potential new users
which would have serious effects on competition on the wireless Internet access markets.
To permit trading of spectrum amongst players on markets that are, at best, highly concentrated risks trouble. While it may benefit
licensed operators, it seems extraordinarily
unlikely to make the markets more competitive.
Given long-standing concern about tacit collusion, trading will simply add to the obscurity.
It seems an improbable way for a new entrant
to acquire spectrum and more likely a means
for existing players to acquire new applications. There has been no serious analysis of
the likely effects on competition or new market
entry of spectrum trading.
Additional

spectrum

bands

For all that the 3GSM operators claimed that
they wish to see market forces applied to the
auctioning of spectrum and its subsequent
trading, they refuse to forebear from lobbying
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and pleading at any opportunity, showing
fear and loathing of alternative technologies. The possibility of additional spectrum
bands that might be used to compete with
UMTS has resulted in a number of positions from the operators which are nakedly
political and obstructionist. They have
sought to delay the release of spectrum and
to constrain its use or to tie its use to their
services. In doing so they have sought to
pre-empt competition on the market.
The EU finds itself in the difficult position of
having several spectrum bands that require
to be (re- )designated for use and where
past errors have to be recognised. The
ERMES spectrum has been reassigned,
but that leaves the so-called UMTS expansion band around 205GHz and the 2.0 and
2.1 GHz bands. Ultimately, the 900 MHz
and 1800 MHz bands which are specified
for GSM, need to be made technologically
neutral, allowing use of a range of technologies.
In reality, the only conceivable change is
the switch to UMTS, which the operators
cannot make while they claim they need
the 2.5 GHz band, because of a spectrum
shortage. There has been some public discussion of this possibility.
In June 2005, the EC conducted a public
consultation on what it termed, Wireless
Access Platforms for Electronic Communications Services (WAPECS). The
responses were somewhat varied, with
limited agreement except, almost inevitably,
amongst the group of broadcasters and the
group of mobile operators, both seeking to
protect their vested interests.
The complex and politically difficult transition from analogue to digital broadcasting
and the extent to which broadcasting could
be sheltered as public service, technically
a Service of General Economic Interest
(SGEI), were raised but without agreement.
The development of digital mobile television
has shown that one lesson from G8M has
been lost, namely the need for economies
of scale across the EU for a single technology. This was made clear at the EC workshop in February 2006 where there were
a series of highly complex and mutually
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incompatible and contradictory proposals.
Different parties proposed Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB), Digital Multimedia Broadcast
(DMB) and Digital Video Broadcast (DVB-H)
but without any way in which the EU might
make a selection or any hope that a consensus
might be achieved. There appeared no obvious
policy mechanism for the EC to bring the issue
to a conclusion.
At the instigation of the 3GSM operators, DG
Competition undertook a sector inquiry into the
question of their access to certain types of content, in particular sports clips and broadcasts.
However, the result while improving the level of
knowledge of the EC offered little for the operators. The reverse argument could be applied,
with a dominant oligopoly of mobile operators
seeking to charge excessive rates to carry premium sports content and also moving to block
the broadcasters from alternative technologies.
The EC published a report by consultants on
the assignment of spectrum and the information made available to current and potential
users. It then held a workshop on collective
or shared use of spectrum in April 2006. This
set out the work of the consultants and raised
issues for debate within the sector, including
improvements to the classes of use and the
opening of more spectrum. In parallel to this,
there was a study by the JRC on the future
requirements for spectrum, this set out some
rather speculative ideas about the requirements for 4G.
There is little common ground among the
various protagonists. Some favour the use of
only market forces, others want certain public
services to be separated. The member states
are clearly extremely reluctant to give up their
powers to the EC.
Conclusion
The myth of the success of GSM has hung
over or intruded upon every administrative and
commercial decision about spectrum or wireless services taken in Europe in the last fifteen
or twenty years, for good or for ill.
GSM has caused the death of ERMES, the
fatal wounding of TETRA and the reduction of
GMPCS to a tiny niche. It also turned the 3G
auctions into a re-enactment of the Charge of
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the Light Brigade. Yet, perhaps the most damaging decision was the least noticed, the conversion of the 1800 MHz spectrum to GSM and
with it the loss of the prospect of competition
between technologies. Thereafter, anything
that was "mobile" was to be sucked into what
has since become known as "3GSM"; it was to
be part of the leviathan. Competition was to be
contained within one model, controlled by the
"mobile" operators.
The GSM markets remain severely flawed,
despite massive regulatory intervention that is
destined to continue for many years. The lessons of such errors have not been taken into
account in more recent spectrum assignment
exercises. A notable example is that the mobile
termination rates for 3G networks are already
being regulated and in a few months will be
joined by regulation of 3G voice roaming rates.
New services come with old bottlenecks.
The very limited successes, so far, of HSCSD,
GPRS, WAP, EDGE, UMTS, HSDPA, HSUPA,
DxB and WiMAX, together with the enduring
abuses associated with GSM make clear that
the market structures are not fit for purpose.
New services on these networks cannot be
taken up quickly and deployed on the market.
In particular, third parties struggle to find routes
to their customers over cellular data networks
faced with walled gardens and the inability to
negotiate reasonable rates for access from the
mobile operators.
The EC and the member states have been too
prescriptive, too slow to change and have created markets that are too heavily concentrated
and too nationalistic. The level of harmonisation achieved is very modest and its achievement is so precarious that the work cannot be
undone for many years. The operators have
assumed that, like GSM, they would have
years to deploy and modify service offerings
and prices. Neither group has adjusted to an
accelerated pace of technological change.

able to make an accurate budget.
There are no data on the quality of service of
individual operators, especially on data speeds
where the operators talk about "up to" rather
than average or peak loads. This leaves the
customer to make a pseudo-random choice
amongst competitors, with high switching costs
in the event of a mistake.
The failure to deliver the single European
wireless information space is very disappointing. There are a few Canadian electronic mail
devices and some limited use of IEEE 802.11,
but the rest is a mix of national services that
are still not widely used. There is a large market for ring-tones. Cameras on mobile phones
are extensively used, but more to upload video
clips onto MySpace or YouTube rather than to
be send as an MMS.
Much of the fuss about auctions and secondary trading has been addressed at the wrong
problem. Their proponents are looking at a
degree of granularity one order of magnitude
more detailed than the significant issues. They
are troubled by mere shadows of the problems,
what Plato termed idols of the cave.
The only certainty is of enduring and seemingly accelerating change. Thus the necessity
and priority must be for market structures with
sufficient competition to generate, to absorb
and to profit from succeeding waves of technological change or opportunity. The real issues
concern market design, the introduction of
trans-national services and the admission of
innovative market players.
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In all of the new services there is a significant
and sometimes massive information asymmetry between customers and operators. The
operators know what they selling, but convey
only a few technological headlines to their
potential customers. Even pricing is a problem,
with the likely costs to users being impossible
to predict. Business customers will not easily
be persuaded to adopt a service without being
www.iicom.org
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